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Cosmetics Passion

The sea comes to us as the most powerful expression of Mother 
Nature’s creative harmony: it is balance, life, the quiet mystery 
which hasn’t yet unveiled the untouched possible solutions to the 
future of our planet.

Half of the oxygen we breathe comes from marine plants and 
diatomaceous, unicellular algae of unimaginable biological 
properties our body naturally recognizes.  According to science, 
we are far from categorizing all the species shaping the marine 
flora ecosystem, and the unveiled potential of yet unknown active 
ingredients essential for our well-being, is huge.

The mission MM Cosmetica is committed to, is that of making the 
most of the resources made available by the marine environment, 
combining them with the latest in biotechnology and creating the 
most unique and innovative cosmetic products ever.
100% made in Italy, our brand is the essence of excellence of a top-
rated European laboratory, with certified Italian packaging and the 
most advanced formulations on the global scenario. 

When Mara and I started MM Cosmetica, 
one thing we knew for sure: our journey 
was going to be one off the beaten track, 
a journey leading to the creation of unique 
and unprecedented cosmetic products.

Mario Bonavia
General Manager

Address: Via Fornace, 11
                 Pordenone - Italy

Phone:    +39 0434 030637
E-mail:    company@mmcosmetica.it
Web:        www.mmcosmetica.it

MM Cosmetica Srl
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2 Business Company Profile

01 About us
About MM Cosmetica

This young and avant-garde company 
is breaking new ground in cosmetics, 
making the most of the proficiency 
of long-time professionals in this 
market.  Back in 2014, Mario Bonavia, 
Mara Calesso and a bunch of the 
best chemistries in this field, decided 
to start what has proved to be a 
revolutionary project in the cosmetic 
scenario: Emocean.

Over time, MM Cosmetica, owner 
and distributor of the biomarine 
professional cosmetic brand 
EMOCEAN, has largely demonstrated 

its unquestionable creativity, expertise 
and talent. The many professional 
acknowledgments, all sum up in the 
official one received by the hundreds 
of SPA centers, beauty centers and 
clinics trusting EMOCEAN’s products 
for unprecedented customer service 
and care which really meets the 
expectations. Not to mention the 
extraordinarily positive feedback given 
by end users, who cannot but value 
the meaningful and significant path 
underlying EMOCEAN products, in 
their daily-care routine.

MM Cosmetica is a key player in the innovation process 
the professional cosmetic market is going through, today.
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Why choosing 
MM Cosmetica

MM Cosmetica 
has often been 
mentioned among
innovative and 
avant-garde 
companies on the 
cosmetics market.

Loving your job 
is the closest you 
can be to happiness 
on earth

184
Cosmetic 
References Created
Unique and unprecedented formulations, 
based on revolutionary ingredients 
capable of giving extraordinary results. 
Every year, we create no less than 10 new 
cosmetic products and further private-label 
formulations.

500+
Enthusiast
Professional Customers
Hundreds of Beauty Centers, SPA Centers, 
Doctors and Wellness professionals, have 
been using our cosmetics with the greatest 
satisfaction.

100+
Innovative
Active Ingredients
Most of the active ingredients used are 
marine ones, but biotechnological ones and 
phyto-extracts play a major role, too. Each 
functional substance has been tested and 
certified in the extraction laboratory as well 
as in MM Laboratories.
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02 Key Points
Vision, Mission, Values

Future projections. MM Cosmetica will become the reference 
point in the field of professional beauty-care, both for 
the unquestionable quality of the products it creates and 
distributes, and for its strong ethics and integrity, matched 
with the training and consulting services provided to 
resourceful dynamic professionals, as to support their 
growth. How we see MM Cosmetica in 10 years from now? 
A larger, organized company with a strong market position, 
untouched in its essence.

The main goal set forth by MM Cosmetica is to contribute 
in giving life to a top-level professional cosmetic scenario, 
making the most of unique marine products and ground-
breaking services.
MM Cosmetica has set the ambitious goal of becoming a 
primary reference leader in the field of marine cosmetics, 
matching exclusive and unparalleled products with the 
strongest ethic principles.

That of marine 
cosmetics is a yet 
unexplored universe 
and the sea is capable 
of providing us with 
the world’s finest active 
ingredients.

Unsurprisingly, then, 
MM Cosmetica is the 
company registering the 
highest growth rates in 
this field.

Vision

Mission
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Our Values
Consistency and loyalty to our ethical code.

Companies are made of people, so we simply agreed 
we would hire the most skilled and objective-driven 
ones on the market.  The team of researchers led 
by Doctor Almonacid and coordinated by Mara 
Calesso, is committed to the continuous search for 
the finest and most effective active ingredients, the 
ultimate goal being the quintessential formulation. 
And challenge after challenge, they just keep going:  
according to them, sky is the limit!

The best professionals

Our motto is “no compromise”.  The 3 laws set by 
Bonavia define our path and guide us in remaining 
loyal to our ethical code.
These 3 laws are intended to answer to a key 
question: “what is a cosmetic product, for us?”
1. A product that by no means may ever cause harm.
2. A product that is intended to penetrate skin and 
must therefore be biocompatible to be effective.
3. A product that can interact with our body and 
convey chemical information, as to promote visible 
and striking physiological effects.
 

The most potent formulations

From South Africa to Korea, from California to 
the Breton Sea, up to the Arctic and down to the 
Caribbeans, our research is relentless:  Biomarine 
scientific research expeditions discover dozens 
of new active ingredients every month and each 
sample reaches the MM Laboratories, which 
study its properties and often unveil unimaginable 
compatibility with our skin and its cells. This is just 
the first step in the creation of a set of cosmetics 
which have deeply transformed the approach to 
cosmetology.  

Research standards at their peak
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03
Services and Consulting
Our scope

This is business: making money is 
not an option. Choosing a cosmetic 
line is not just about technical 
benefits and emotions, but 
rather a rational decision-making 
process that must go hand-in-
hand with profits: this is why our 
offer includes dedicated analysis 
services in terms of costs, impacts, 
revenues and margins. The only 
rule applying here is transparency.

Each customer is unique, 
different approaches for utmost 
satisfaction. Listening, analyzing 
and offering customized solutions 
meeting each specific requirement: 
this is how we do it, this is our 

strength.

Whether it be about Emocean 
products or a customized project, 
our job is to create tailored 
solutions which can comply with 

the needs of our customers.

Our widespread network of 
distributors, warehouses and 
Beauty Consultants plays a major 
role in offering the highest service 
standards over the entire Italian 
territory, including direct home 

delivery to our customers.
Our Beauty salons, SPA centers 
and Sales Points can always count 
on us: MM Cosmetica is there for 

them 24/7.

Customer analysis

Costing & Pricing Homecare

The core strength of MM Cosmetica lies in its two-decade experience 
in the professional field, both in terms of consulting services and 
SPA management.  It is our job know the real needs of cosmetic 
products consumers, whether in the professional environment of 
beauty salons, or at home.

“The secret of success is making your vocation, your 
vacation.”  Mark Twain
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Consulting // Projects

01

A portfolio now counting hundreds of satisfied Customers has sure increased 
our expertise, but the most important lesson we have learned is that each of 
them is unique. Communicating with our customers, understanding their needs 
and doing our best: this is the key for the quickest ROI.

What is the point of having more than 200 cosmetic references, if your target 
market cannot absorb them or considers them useless?  MM Cosmetica puts the 
greatest effort in selecting leading products for its reference market,  supporting 
its customers in the scheduling of new releases. 

In addition to their utmost and unquestionable quality as regards raw materials, 
active ingredients, productive process and checks, the most distinctive feature of 
our cosmetics is that they are designed to match the needs of our Customers, 
whether they be Professional Beauticians using them for aesthetic treatments or 
customers requiring a made-to-order line. 

Product supply is nothing but the first step of a much longer and exciting journey. 
Training, assistance and consulting services will be provided throughout the 
entire duration of our business relationship.

Knowing our Customers, their reference market and 
needs is the first step to build rapport with them. 

Based on our Customers’ needs, we identify the 
products that best fit them.

Just like a tailored suit, the perfect cosmetic will 
make you look absolutely flawless. 

The magic starts when you begin using our 
products. And this applies to us too, of course!

Customer and Requirements Analysis

02Project and Proposal

03Supplying the finest Cosmetics on a global scale

04Feedback and continued consulting service
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Our expertise: a 
priceless value 
at the service of 
our customers. 
Proficiency, 
know-how and 
unique skills at 
their peak.

04 Team
Our amazing

At a first glimpse, that of cosmetology 
looks like a path anyone could 
embark on but it is, in fact, a hard and 
treacherous one, which could result 
into low-quality, when not harmful, 
products blowing the reputation of 
those unexperienced companies 
which think they might just “give it a 
try”. The key is choosing an ethical, 
solid and reliable business partner.

Mara and Mario Bonavia
Founders
MM Cosmetica Srl
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Mario Bonavia

MM Cosmetica Staff

Mara Calesso Bettina Almonacid

Sales Team 

CEO & General Manager

Quality control, training, logistics, creativity...

Twenty-two years in the field of 
cosmetics with unchanged heart 
and spirit. Mario matches economic 
and cosmetology skills for all-round 
professional advisory, from the 
products’ INCI to the Break Even Point.  

...and much more! At MM Cosmetica we like to believe that the people working with 
and for us are not mere cooperators but real “cells” of a highly complex and efficient 
organ.  We are an orchestra, playing a symphony in perfect synergy and conveying 
the love and dedication we put in our job, through it. This is the beating heart of 
our unique products, along with the training, support, simple and complex use 
protocols, unprecedented beauty treatments, corporate identity, communication 
and a lot more.

After spending 8 years as the director 
of a luxury SPA, Mara was ready 
to become the perfect trainer for 
professional beauticians, identifying 
faults and weaknesses of the cosmetic 
products on the market. Today, she 
works from behind the scenes in 
creating professional cosmetics which 
respond to market’s needs. 

Chemical engineer, safety assessor 
and long-term expert in creating new 
formulations, our Bettina is committed 
to the research of the most potent 
active ingredients in extraction 
laboratories worldwide, to then 
collaborate with Mara and give life to 
the most revolutionary products in this 
field. 

Please, do not call them sellers. 
Whoever has had the chance to deal 
with the sales team advisors of MM 
Cosmetica, could tell from the very 
first moment they are professionals on 
a whole other level, capable of giving 
advice, support and boost the growth 
of their business.

Product Development Production Manager

Professional advisors
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05 In presence and online
Training and Consulting

Training is our vocation. 
Sharing knowledge does 
not make us weaker. 
In fact, it makes us 
stronger.

In presence:

E-learning:

Download section:

Tutorials:

 » One to one and group courses. 

 » Based on the webex HD platform.

 » Go to download.mmcosmetica.it to 
find the complete training material. 

 » The Youtube channel and the 
download section provide free HD 
tutorials.

Today, the cosmetic market counts 
hundreds of the most miscellaneous 
proposals. Plus, the number of 
businesses offering cosmetic products 
keeps on increasing, which makes it 
crucial to be able to turn to specific 
expertise as to receive the most 
targeted advice.
Each cosmetic product comes with its 
own ID, the INCI:    knowing and being 
capable of reading the ingredients 
in a product is essential to meet 
the requirements of end users and 
upgrade professional consciousness.
The generic cosmetology courses 
offered by MM Cosmetica have been 
designed with this specific goal, that is 
to update the sales staff in charge of 
selling our cosmetic products.

EMOCEAN is no ordinary and 
traditional cosmetics, indeed it has 
built its name on uniqueness.
We strongly believe that specialized 
and accurate training on the products 
is key to self-conscious, skilled and 
performing staff.
This led to the creation of a specific 
course, dedicated to teaching the 
most effective approach in terms of 
product/imperfection matching.
MM Cosmetica has been a pioneer in 
the use of digital technology, and the 
dedicated platform provided, allows 
to participate in training sessions on 
products or treatment techniques, 
and to view them again, over time.
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In presence and online Our Projects

01

03

02

The EMOCEAN line

Personalized Consulting Service

Full service private Label

 » Market-leader biomarine cosmetic line 
 » Unique and registered formulations for 

unmatched products
 » Paper, online and in-presence training, included
 » Booming brand, largely known for its quality 

standards and subject to minimum fixed retail 
price

 » EMOCEAN reference supporting newly created 
products for successful synergy
 » Market offer differentiation strategy 
 » Gradual investments over time
 » Continued support and consulting service to 

manage market feedback

 » Brand, naming and logo analysis
 » Design of tailored and target-market-oriented 

products  
 » Costing,  pricing,  margin, and break even 

analysis
 » Customer retention opportunities
 » Minimum quantities required to start up

Our product portfolio

 » Dedicated brand for customizing products on sale 
 » Proprietary-logo branding options on existing products in the secondary pack
 » MM  Cosmetica  Biomarine cosmetics are identified by our brand EMOCEAN but dedicated and customized lines may be  

created at any time, upon specific request
 » Original graphics will be developed and displayed on the products, though always keeping the focus on unique quality   

standards and product specification
 » We make the most of our expertise in creating made-to-order and exclusive products for Private Label Projects
 » Please note, these projects are subject to minimum order quantity 

Private Label projects
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06 What They Say About Us
Ambassadors

Mary Martignago Pattysol Brunetti Enrico, Matteo, Mirko, Paolo
Owner

Mary’s Living Beauty - Montebelluna (TV)

Spa Director

Laguna palace Hotel - Grado (GO)

Partners and Manager

Catena Gymansium Club - 5 centers

Never had I imagined I would ever 
reach such impressive results in body 
treatments: I have fallen in love with the 
Thala2 line, literally. And then with all 
further amazing Emocean treatments, 
of course.

The moment I took the challenge 
to open a high-line Beauty Salon in 
the Vomero district of Naples, I knew 
failure was not an option: I was under 
the spotlight.  But my success was as 
flawless as the cosmetic line I had put 
all my trust in!

I had long pondered whether it would 
be a winning choice to introduce a 
completely new and still niche brand 
in an exclusive beauty salon like mine 
and well, it was! My customers were 
amazed by the results, and my profits 
skyrocketed in no time.

Our customers are the best ambassadors we could ask for. Hundreds 
of demanding and 100% satisfied professional customers are the 
most effective advertisement. 

Lina Vaisvilaite Teresiana Notaro Barbara Costalunga
Manager
Mi Amo Health Centre - Varese

Owner
Oasis - Napoli Vomero (NA)

Owner
Aesthetics 4.0 - 2 centers (TO)

I picked Emocean because not only it 
met the quality standards I was looking 
for but also because it is strongly 
customer-oriented, which is a further 
essential guarantee. 

Since introducing EMOCEAN biomarine 
cosmetics in the programs offered by 
my SPA, I have finally found the perfect 
mix of consistent ethical approach and 
strikingly potent products.  Stepping 
into the biomarine universe has been 
such a revelation!

Our SPA Centers must meet the 
highest quality standards and in MM 
Cosmetica I found everything I had 
been looking for: the most reliable 
partner and unparalleled products. 
Disappointed customers are nothing 
but a distant memory: now we are 
absolutely sure to offer them best 
possible pampering experience ever.
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What They Say About Us

VISIT ASSESSLEARN

Our Offer
Come and see first-hand

Visit MM 
LABORATORIES

Schedule a 
meeting

Let’s plan the 
future

Come see it with your eyes! In a field 
in which everybody claims they are 
producers, while actually relying on 
third-parties labs they buy products 
from, we invite you to come and 
visit our production laboratories.

Schedule a no-commitment meeting 
with us: we will collect the basic 
information required for tailoring a 
customized solution meeting your 
needs in terms of target customers, 
price range, investments and line.

Are you in search for a long-term 
program for planning expenses, which 
is also flexible enough to adjust to 
market feedback? Well, this is our daily 
job.
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07
Marketing
What can we do for you?

MM Cosmetica and its team of 
Beauty Consultants trained by our 
Mara Calesso and promoting the 
philosophy our company is built 

on, are at your complete disposal 
on our ever more popular Open 

Days. Whether they are meant for 
Check-Up, test treatment-sessions, 
or scientific information purposes, 

they represent a core tool.

Salon vests, sheets, towels 
and paper towels, as well as 

notepads, pens, packs and any 
marketing support needed for 
promoting corporate identity in 
the sales point, and convey that 
sense of security and, most of 

all, consistency.   When it comes 
to communication, a biomarine 

center shapes its messages 
through multiple strategies, all 

intended to highlight its proficiency 
and  the highly meaningful choice 

made.

Of course, MM Cosmetica is 
here to support you with the 

most effective visual and digital 
communication plan with 

captivating flyers and eye-catching 
window display material, as well 
as roll-ups, window stickers and 

any additional dedicated and 
customized supports. Our member 

section will further provide you 
with the complete material for 

social media advertising.

Merchandising

Open Days Communication

Creating a unique product is the first step. The Training supplies 
the necessary service, of course, but it takes more than that.
Communication tools and corporate identity are key to hit the 
consumer.

“The perfect cosmetic product is safe, penetrates skin for the 
most effective results and... generates profit!” Mario Bonavia
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Our Environmental Ethics Code

01

Not only it gets produced in Italy, but we use Made in Italy, certified and high-
quality packaging which gets subject to preventive product-interaction tests. 
The cases are Italian and Italy-based are the silk-screen printing and 
letterpress processes. We personally manage any additional processing 
required. Here, in our Country.

The majority of MM Cosmetica suppliers is based in our native territory, between 
the regions of Veneto and Friuli Venezia Giulia. This has given us the opportunity 
to implement rigorous quality controls in our partner companies and to do our 
part in preserving the environment minimizing the transport of material.   

The Sea is our most important natural “supplier”, and it has become paramount 
for us to defend and preserve it. All MM Cosmetica production processes have 
been developed as to have the lowest environmental impact and our Made in 
Italy policy cuts down on C02 emissions, dramatically.

And the only way to make this happen, is to take a step back and give value to the 
human being rather than the “job resource”.  MM Cosmetica is made of people 
who put their heart and soul in what they do, because it is more than just a job 
to them: it is about sharing the fundamental values we have been raised with.

100% does mean 100%. Emocean is genuinely 
Italian, in all respects.

Quality control is a priority for us, as much as 
respecting the environment we live in. 

Preserving the environment has to do with 
protecting our future and maintaining cleaner seas.

The passion we put in our job must be a shared 
value.

100% Made In Italy

02 Local Providers

03 The lowest environmental impact

04 Strong Work Ethic
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08 PRODUCT GUIDE
Face Lines 

With more than 10 lines of face cosmetics, EMOCEAN ranks among the top 
professional cosmetic brands on the market, in terms of products offered. 
Above this is the research of first-rate and avant-garde active ingredients, 
ethical and balanced allergen-free formulations banishing the use of any 
potentially harmful ingredients, thus making EMOCEAN a unique and exclusive 
brand. Any face imperfection you may feel upset for, will be treated with the 
greatest competence thanks to the unceasing research in cosmetics science 
brought on in the MM Laboratories, on a daily basis. All Emocean’s products are 
formulated, produced and dermatologically tested within our Research Center, 
this exclusive quality guarantee being a further element of our uniqueness. 
That same uniqueness we see in you.

Anti-Aging 
line

Line for 
Sensitive skin

Line for all
skin types

Illuminating line

Energizing line

Hydrating line

Resurfacing line

Oily and Impure 
skin line

Epigenetic and
Regenerating line

Lifting line

01

04
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A-CTIVE

D-SENSE

SKIN 
SPECIALIST

B-LIGHT

E-NERGY

HYDRA
SPECIALIST

ABSOLUTE 
LIFTING

WHITE
SPECIALIST

C-CURE

SKIN RECODE
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PRODUCT GUIDE
Body Lines

It is in the lines designed for the body that EMOCEAN brings its expertise to 
the ultimate level. Originating from the new and enhanced formulations of our 
Thalasso, the new Thala2 has already reached unprecedented performance 
standards. Come up with a challenge and Thala2 will outperform any competitor, 
as confirmed by the daily feedback of hundreds of Professional Beauticians 
who would never replace such a unique and incomparable treatment protocol.
Thanks to Sinergy, Body Specialist, SPA Specialist and the extraordinary body 
wraps, EMOCEAN proves as the most complete and effective line ever. Plus, 
no electric blankets or showers required, since protocols like 4Target, Better  
Shape  and  Sinergy, are capable of providing unparalleled results with no-rinse 
treatments. Our Customers and the (to them) unimaginable results they achieve 
on a daily basis, is the most powerful and only acknowledgment we need.

Thalasso
body line

Sensory line

Remodeling line

Young and Fresh 
line 

Oily and Impure 
skin line

Multi-Tasking
line

Epigenetic and
Regenerating line

Lifting line

01

04

02

05

03THALA2

SPA
SPECIALIST

BODY 
SPECIALIST

TOUCH
& LOVE

C-CURE

SINERGY



We are here for You
Thank you

MM COSMETICA SRL

Via Fornace, 11 - 33170 Pordenone 
Phone: +39 0434 030637
E-mail: company@mmcosmetica.it

www.mmcosmetica.it


